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Časopis pro pěstování matematiky, roč. 110 (1985), Praha 

ON THE SEARCH FOR BOREL 1 SELECTIONS 

JACK CEDER, SANDRO LEVÍ, Santa Barbara 

(Received October 20, 1982) 

If 4> is a function, called a multifunction, from a given topological space X into 
the space of all non-void subsets of a given topological space Y, then a selection for <P 
is any function / from X into Y such that f(x) e <P(x) for all XEX. The problem of 
finding "nice" selections for "nice" multifunctions is an old one and has been exten
sively studied. However, most of the work has been devoted to finding selections 
which are measurable with respect to some measure (see Wagner [11] and [12]). 

The purpose of this paper is to continue the investigation of the conditions under 
which a given multifunction admits a Borel 1 select.'on. We will not only collate the 
known results for the first time but also present some new ones as well as pose many 
interesting and challenging open problems. 

Our investigation will also, of necessity, cover the search for continuous selections 
and Borel 2 selections. It will be seen that continuous selections exist only under 
stringent conditions while Borel 2 selections exist under relatively relaxed conditions. 
The problem of finding Borel 1 selections occupies an intermediate stage and thus is 
a fruitful source of many interesting results as well as further problems. 

We will focus on the conditions under which a multifunction 0 admits a Borel 1 
selection in terms of the topological nature of the values $(x), of the graph of <P 
and of the inverse image of open sets under #. For the most part we will assume that 
both X and Y are metric spaces. Thus, we will not be concerned with the problem 
of ascertaining the minimal topological conditions (weaker than metricity) of X 
and y under which a certain kind of multifunction admits a Borel 1 selection (as is 
done, for example, in Coban [3] and [4]). We will particularly emphasize simple 
spaces such as Polish spaces and specifically R". 

N O T A T I O N A N D T E R M I N O L O G Y 

We will denote the set of all non-empty subsets of a space Y by 2Y. By ^(Y)y 

!F(Y), J f (y) and <rf(Y) we mean respectively the classes of all open, closed, convex 
and ambiguous (i.e., both Fa and Gd) members of 2 y. We will occasionally write $) 
instead of 3)(Y) e.t.c. when there is no danger of consfusion. By R, N, and Q we 
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mean the set of all real, irrational and rational numbers, respectively. By 17^ and TJy 

we mean the projections of X x yonto X and Y, respectively. 
If 0 is a multifunction from X into 2y, written $ : X -» 2y, we say that <P is lower 

semi-continuous or 1. s. c. (upper semi-continuous or u. s. c.) if for each open (closed) 
subset V of y the set 

<p~l(V) = {x:<P(x)n V* 0} 

is open (closed, respectively) in X. If we impose the condition that the set 4>-1(V) 
be of Borel additive class a (multiplicative class a) then we say that <P is lower semi-
continuous of class a or 1. s. c.(a) (upper semi-continuous of class a or u. s. c.(a), 
respectively). 

Notice that when 4>(x) = {f(x)} for a functionf: X -> ythe definitions of 1. s. c.(a) 
or u. s. c (a) and 1. c. s. or u. s. c. reduce to the definitions of a Borel a and conti
nuous function, respectively. When each open set in y(or X) is Fa then it is easy to 
see that 1. s. c. (1) is implied by u. s. c. (or 1. s. c ) . A similar assertion is valid for higher 
classes. 

If 0 : X -> 2y, then the graph of # is the set 

gr <P = {(x, y): y e $(x), xeX} 

in the topological space X x Y. It is easily verified that a closed graph with Ycompact 
implies u. s. c. and, moreover, a u. s. c. <P: X-> <F(Y) has a closed graph if Y is 
regular. 

1. CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS 

Rather stringent conditions must be imposed upon a multifunction to admit a con
tinuous selection. The most significant result in this regard is the following. 

Theorem 1 (Michael [10]). Let # : X - > Jf(R"). If X is perfectly normal and® 
is I. s. c , then <P has a continuous selection. 

The following seven examples indicate that this result is the "best" possible in the 
sense that none of the hypotheses can be weakened in any "nice" way. (In general, 
we will omit the proofs that the defined multifunction actually satisfies the asserted, 
conditions.) 

Example 1 (Michael [10]). There exists a I. s. c. and u. s. c. <P: [0, l ] -> J^(R2) 
with compact graph and arcwise connected values which has no continuous selection. 

Proof. Let A = {(*, sin l/x): x * 0} u ({0} x [ - 1 , 1]) Define #(0) = {0} x 
x [—1,1] and for x =f= 0 let <P(x) be the closed arc of A between x and xj2. 

In the next two examples, for a given space 5, l\(S) denotes the set of all functions y 
from S into R such that ||>>|| = £ x e 5 |y(*)| < oo. 
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Example 2 (Michael [10]). There exists a I. s. c. <P: [0, 1] -* ^Jf(Y), w/?m? 7 
is a normed linear space, which admits no continuous selection. 

Proof. Let {zn}n=1 be an enumeration of the set Z = Q n [0, 1], Let Y = 
= {ye lt(Z): {x: y(x) 4= 0} is finite} and C = {y e Y: y(x) = 0 for x e Z). Define 
<P(x) = C if x $ Z and <P(z„) = C n { j ; e y : j(z«) ^ 1 /" } -

Example 3 (Michael [10]). There exists a I. s. c. <P: [0, 1] -> ^Jf(lt[0, l]) having 
no continuous selection. 

Proof. Put <£(x) = {y e lt[0,1]: j(x) > 0}. 

Example 4. There exists an u. s. c. <P: [0,1] «• 3FX\0, l ] w/fh a compact graph 
and disjoint values but with no continuous selection. 

Proof. Let / be the Cantor function mapping the Cantor set continuously onto 
[0, 1]. Let g be the linear extension of / and <P(x) = g~\x). 

Example 5. There exists a l. s. c. <P: R -> ^(R) having an open graph but no con-
tinuous selection. 

Proof. Define 

[ (0,1) if x ^ l , 
<*>(*) = \(2, 3) if x = 0 , 

[ (0, 1) u (2, 3) if 0 < x < 1 . 

Example 6. There exists a I. s. c. <P: R -> ^\0, 1] having an ambiguous and 
arcwise connected graph but no continuous selection. 

Proof. Put &(x) = {y: (x, y) e A} where A = {(x, ji):x + j f = l , 0 ^ x ^ l } u 
u {(*> y): y = 1, x > -1} v {(x, y): y = 0, x < 2}. 

The last example was pointed out to us by G. Domenichini. 

Example 7. There exists a I. s. c. &: R -» ^(Q) with a closed graph but with 
no continuous selection. 

Proof. Define #(x) = {y e Q: x ^ y ^ x + l}. Obviously gr4> is closed since 
it is homeomorphic to R x (Q n [0, l]). Since any continuous function from R 
into Q must be constant, there is no continuous selection. 

It follows from the results of the next section that multifunctions satisfying the 
given conditions of Examples 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 do have Borel 1 selections. The question 
remains open for Examples 2 and 3. (See Question 7.) 

Examples 1 and 6 show that a 1. s. c. multifunction <$ having closed values does 
not necessarily have a continuous selection even under strong conditions on Yand 4>. 
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On the other hand if <P: [0, 1] -> ^ [ 0 , 1] is 1. s. c. and has a closed graph then it 
does have a continuous selection by Proposition 1 below. This suggests the following 

Question 1. Can a meaningful characterization be found for those I. s. c. multi-
functions from R to ^(R) which have a continuous selection! 

In the case when the values of 0 are convex, then there is one such "meaningful" 
characterization (see Ceder [1]). 

Example 1 gives a # : R -> J^(R2) which is both 1. s. c. and u. s. c. and has a com
pact graph, yet has no continuous selection. Curiously, this cannot happen if the 
range space is R as shown by 

Proposition 1. Let d>: R -> 2R. If<P is I. s. c. and u. s. c. (resp. 1. s. c. (a) and u. s. c. (a)) 
and each <P(x) is compact, then <P has a continuous or a Borel a selection, respectively. 

Proof. Put f(x) = sup <P(x) and use f_1(a, b) = 0'\(a, b)) - 0"\[b, oo)). 

Corollary 1. Let 0: R -> #"[0, 1], If <P is I. s. c. and has a closed graph, then $ 
has a continuous selection. 

Proof. It is easy to show that 3> is u. s. c. Then apply Proposition 1. 

2. BOREL 1 SELECTIONS 

Since either u. s. c. or 1. s. c. implies 1. s. c. (l) let us first consider multifunctions 
which are 1. s. c. 
(1). We begin with the following general result: 

Theorem 2 (Debs [5]). Let # : X -> 2Y, where Y is a Polish space. If 

(1) gr<Pe(s/ x V)^ and 

(2) <P is I. s. c. (1) 

then <P has a Borel 1 selection. 

Corollary 2. If gr<P is open, then # has a Borel 1 selection. 

Corollary 3. (Debs [5]). If <P is I. s. c. (1) and gr# is Gd, then # has a Borel 1 
selection. 

Note that the continuous analogues of these corollaries are not valid as seen from 
Examples 5 and 6. 

The next two examples show that neither hypothesis in Corollary 3 can be dispensed 
with. 
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Example 8. There exists a 1. s. c. <P: R -» #[0, 1] having a non-Borelian graph 
and having no Borel selection. 

Proof. Since the class of all Borel functions from R to [0,1] has the same cardi
nality as R it is clear that we can choose a function f: R -> [0,1] such that f intersects 
each Borel function from R to [0, l ] . Put $(x) = [0,1] - {f(x)}. The graph of <2> 
is not Borel by Corollary 5 of Debs [5]. 

Example 9. There exists a I. s. c. (2) and u. s. c. (1) $: R -* ̂ [0, 1] which has 
a Gd graph but no Borel 1 selection. 

Proof. Let {Bn}n=1 be a countable base of open intervals for [0, 1]. Let {An}n=1 

be any collection of disjoint, countable, dense subsets of R. Define $(x) = Bn if 
xe An and <P(x) = [0,1] otherwise. Clearly any selection for $ must be discon
tinuous everywhere so that 4> has no Borel 1 selection. Moreover, it is easy to check 
that # is both 1. s. c. (2) and u. s. c. (1). 

Example 8 shows that a 1. s. c. multifunction with open values may fail to have 
a Borel graph. This is in marked contrast with the case of the u. s. c. multifunctions: 
it is proved in [7] that a u. s. c. multifunction has a Borel a graph (a ^ 2) if and only 
if each of its values is a Borel subset of class a. However, if the values are closed 
a 1. s. c. multifunction does have a Borel graph as provided by the following 

Proposition 2. Let 3>: X -> ^"(Y) where Y is separable. If 0 is I. s. c. or I. s. c. (1), 
then gr<P is Gd or Fad, respectively. 

Proof. Let {Gn}n==1 be a countable base for Y. Then 

gr<*> = (x x y) - a°°-i K * - * " W ) x <y > 
which implies the conclusion. 

Next, we have another general result: 

Theorem 3 (Kuratowski, Ryll-Nardzewski [9]). Let ^:X^^(Y), where X is 
a metric space and Y is a Polish space. If 0 is I. s. c. (1), then $ has a Borel 1 
selection. 

The above theorem together with Example 8, Corollary 3 and Proposition 2 
suggest several questions, the first of which is 

Question 2. Let $: X -> 2r, where X is metric and YPolish. If $ is L s. c. (1) and 
gr# is Fad (or Gda), does # have a Borel 1 selection! 

A related question, an affirmative answer to which would give a negative answer 
to Question 2 in the Gda case, is 

Question 3. Does there exist a Borel 2 function from R into R which intersects 
each Borel 1 function from R into R? 
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An affirmative answer to Question 3 is plausible because there exists a Borel 1 
function intersecting each continuous function from R into R, as shown by simple 
examples. 

Another interesting question is whether or not the "Polish"-ness of Y is essential 
in Theorem 3. Specifically, 

Question 4. Do there exist metric spacesX and Y and a I. s. c. (l) <P: X -> #"(Y) 
which has no Borel 1 selection! 

If the graph of 4> is closed there may or need not exist a Borel 1 selection depending 
on the "degree of compactness" present as shown by the next example and theorem. 

Example 10. There exists a <P: [0, 1] -> ^(N) having a closed graph but no Borel 1 
selection. 

Proof. Since each analytic set in [0, 1] = I is a projection of some closed set 
in I x N we can find a closed set Ft ^ I x (N nl) and a closed set F2 — ^ x 

x (N n [2, 3]) whose respective x-projections are N n I and I — N. Now put 
$(x) -= {y:(x9 y)e Ft u F 2 } . Clearly any selection for # is discontinuous every
where and moreover, gr# is closed, being equal to Ft u F2. 

Example 10 can be strengthened to assert that no Borel selection exists (see Example 
i i ) . 

Theorem 4. Let 0: X -> 2Y where X and Y are metric spaces. If Y is o-compact 
and gi(f) is Fa9 then <P isl. s. c. (l) and $ has a Borel 1 selection. 

Proof. Clearly we can express gr# as f)n=i Fn where {Fn}n=i is an ascending se
quence of closed sets such that Yn = cl ny(Fn) is compact and thus, a Polish space. 
It is easily verified that each Xn = IIx(Fn) is closed. Define^ in Xn by <Pn(x) = {y:(x,y)e 
e Fn}. Then gr*. = Fn and <Pn: Xn -> *(Ym). 

Since a multifunction with a closed graph and values in a compact space is u.s.c. 
each <!>„ is u. s. c. and, hence, 1. s. c. (1). Let V be any set in Y. Then V = U*= i Vn 

where {K}^=-i 1s a n ascending sequence of closed sets with Vn ^ Yn. Since <P(x) = 
= U.--i • •£ - ) we have *~\V) = U„°°=i LC=i ^\Vn). Since each #-\Vn) is closed 
in the closed subspace Xm it follows that <P l(V) is Fa in X. Hence, <P is 1. s. c.(l). 

Applying Theorem 3 to <Pn: Xn -* ^(Yn) we obtain a Borel 1 selection hn for #„• 
Putting -4B = Z„ — U*<n -X* anc* ^ = K)n= I (̂ » ~1 An) we obtain /i as a Borel 1 
selection for $. 

Corollary 4. Lef #: X -» 2Y w/zere X and Y are metric spaces. If gr<P is a Ka set, 
then # is I. s. c. (1) and <P has a Borel 1 selection. 
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Corollary 5. Let 0: X -* 2 r where X and Y are metric spaces. If Y is countable 
and gr<P is an Fff, then # is I. s. c. (1) and 4> has a Borel 1 selection. 

It would be interesting to know if we can weaken Theorem 4 by replacing the a-
compactness of Y by the condition that each 4>(x) is ^-compact. Hence, we have the 
following question, open even in the case where gr# is closed. 

Question 5. Let <P:X -> 2Y where X and Y are metric spaces. If each <P(x) is 

a-compact and grd> is Fa, does there exist a Borel 1 selection for $? 
Next, we have the Borel 1 analogue of Michael's Theorem 1. 

Theorem 5. Let &:X -> Ctf(Rn) where X is metric. If # is I. s. c. (1), then $ has 
a Borel 1 selection. 

Proof. We will prove the theorem for n = 1 or 2. The case for general n will then 
be clear. 

Case 1: n = 1. 

Define <P*(x) = #(x). Then 3>* is also l.s.c. (1) and hence according to [9] has 
a Borel 1 selection g. Define x(x) = ®(x) " d(x)- Then x t 0 ° *s -• s- c- (!)• I* W1H 
suffice to find a Borel 1 selection f for x- Thenf + g will be a Borel 1 selection for <P. 

First note that O E / ( X ) for all x. For n a non-zero integer put Bn = {x: 1/n e 
G int x(x)}. Clearly Z - {x: *(x) = {0}} = \Jn BH. Also £„ is an Fa set, say IC= i -»,,.* 
where each Bnm is closed. Rearranging {5w m : m = 1, n 4= 0} as {Ak}™=l and putting 
Cm = Am - Ur-Ti1 -4* we obtain a sequence {Cm}m=l of disjoint ambiguous sets 
whose union is \Jm=1 U»*o Bn,m- Moreover, for each k there exists n(k) such that 

Q = ^(jfe)-
Now choose a sequence {rm}m=1 tending to 0 such that 0 < rm n(m) < 1. Define 

f(x\ = jm X E ' 
(0 otherwise. 

Since Um=i Cw = X - {x: ^(x) = {0}}, / is a selection for *. Now let V be open. 
In case 0 i V put A = {m: rm e V}. Then / " ^ K ) = \j{Cm: me A} which is Fa. 
In case 0 G V, J3 = {m: rm $ V} is finite and f_1(V) = X - U(CW: m e JB} which is 
again Fa. Hence, f is a Borel 1 selection for x-

Case 2. n = 2. 

As in Case 1 let # be a Borel 1 selection for $* and put x(x) = ^ W *" 0\x) s o 

that 0 G x(x) for all x. Again it suffices to find a Borel 1 selection for / . 

Let {ln}n=1 be a countable base of open arcs on the unit circle. Define Wn = 
= {Ax: x e In9 X > 0}. Let Tnm be the closed triangle having two of its sides contained 
in the boundary of Wn and its third side having distance 1/m from 0. 

Let Ln m denote the interior of that side of T„m which misses 0 Put 4 , ^ = Wn — Tnm. 
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Then Anm is open and Bnm = {x: x(x) n An%m 4= 0} is an Fa set. Moreover, X ~ 
— {x: %(x) = {0}} = U£-=i Um=i -̂ «m- As in Case 1 we can find a sequence of dis
joint ambiguous sets {Cfe}r=i such that (J.T=i Q = U„°°=i Um=i 5«m and such that 
for each k there exists n(k) and m(k) such that Ck £ Bn(fc)m(fc). Note that Bnm ^ Bnl 

whenever / = m. Pick a monotonic sequence {r(k)}n=1 of positive integers ap
proaching + co such that m(k) < r(k). Then Ck S Bn{k)rik). 

For each k define 

r (x\ = Wx) n Ln(fe),r(fc) ^ * e Ck , 
(L otherwise, 

where Lis the line extending Ln{k)tr{k). Then it is easy to show that Ffc is 1. s. c. (1) 
from X into the convex subsets of L. Hence, by Case 1 there is a Borel 1 selection hk 

for rk. Now define 

ft(x)=fVx) if xeCk, 
to if x*\j?mlck. 

Then h is a Borel 1 selection for x* 

Recalling Examples 1, 2, and 3 we may ask whether the range space in Theorem 5 
can be generalized. Specifically, 

Question 6. Let <P: X -> Jf (7) where X is metric and Y is an infinite dimensional 
normed linear space. Does <P have a Borel 1 selection when <P is I. s. c. (1)? 

Question 7. Let <P:X -> 2Rn where X is a metric space. Does $ have a Borel 1 
selection when 0 is I. s. c. (1) and each <P(x) is an arc!*) 

If we require that the values of <P are closed in either Question 7 or 8 then Theorem 
3 yields a Borel 1 selection. 

Since any 1. s. c. or u. s. c. multifunction is also 1. s. c. (1) each of the previous 
results in this section about 1. s. c. (1) multifunctions admitting Borel 1 selections 
apply also to 1. s. c. and u. s. c. multifunctions. However, in this case it may be pos
sible to weaken some of the other hypotheses. The next two results are of this kind. 

Theorem 6 (Coban [3]). Let $: X -> 3F(Y) where Yis a metric space. If <P is I. s. c, 
then ^ has a Borel 1 selection if any one of the following conditions is met: 

(1) each <P(x) is compact and X is perfectly normal, 

(2) Y is complete and X is paracompact and Hausdorff, 

(3) ^ is u. 5. c. and Y is complete. 

*) The answer to Question 7 is negative if we only require each <l>(x) to be arcwise connected, 
:ause, following the constructioi 

values are the plane minus a point. 
because, following the construction of Example 8, we can obtain a l.s.c. &: R2 -> ^(R2)whose 
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The above result suggests the question of how essential the completeness of Y is. 
In particular, does the multifunction of Example 2 have a Borel 1 selection, or. as 
a possibly simpler question, we have 

Question 8. Let # : R -> ^(Q). Does <P have a Borel 1 selection when <P is I. s. c.l 
While Theorem 6 can be considered as a 1. s. c. version of Theorem 3, the next 

result concerns u. s. c. multifunctions. 

Theorem 7. Let <P:X -> 3F(Y) where X is perfectly normal and Y is a metric 
space. Suppose $ is u. s. c; then <& has a Borel 1 selection in each of the following 
two cases: 

1) (Engelking [6], Coban [4]) X is paracompact, Y is complete and each $(x) 
is separable; 

2) Coban [4]) each &(x) is compact. 
We conclude this section by estalishing a relationship between 1. s. c. (1) and 1. s. c. 

This is the multifunction analogue of the fact that a Borel 1 function from one Polish 
space to another is continuous on a residual Gd set. 

Theorem 8. Let 0: X -> 2Y where X and Yare Polish spaces. Then 

1) if # is I. s. c. (l) there exists a residual G3 set B such that <P is I. s. c. at each 
point of B; 

2) if gv<P is analytic there exists a residual G5 set D such that $ | D is I. s. c. 

Proof. Case 1) is a direct translation of the proof that a Borel 1 function from X 
into Yis continuous on a residual G8 set (see Kuratowski [8]). 

In Case 2), let {Gn} be an open base for Y. Since gr# is analytic, each ^_1(GW) 
has the Baire property in X. We then conclude the proof as in the case of functions. 

In Case 2) in the above result, if Theorem 2 or 3 can be applied to <P ) D, there 
exists a Borel 1 function h from D into Y which is a selection for <& | D. h can be 
extended to a Borel 1 function on all of X, but, as shown by Example 10, this extension 
need not be a selection for $. 

3. BOREL a SELECTIONS, a ^ 2 

There are many theorems in the selection theory concluding that there is a Borel 
measurable selection (see the survey papers of Wagner [11] and [12]). If Yis separable 
then any such Borel measurable selection becomes a Borel a measurable function 
for an unspecified a. For example, it should be noted that if X and Y are Polish spaces, 
the multifunction in question 5 admits a Borel selection, by a theorem of Scegolkov. 
In this section we will deal only with results for a specific a. 

We begin by citing the following deep theorem: 
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Theorem 9 (Jayne and Rogers [7]). Let <P: X -* 2Y where X and Y are metric 
spaces. If 0 is u. s. c, then <P has a Borel 2 selection. 

It is then natural to ask the following 

Question 9. Does 0 in Theorem 9 admit a Borel 1 selection! 

Theorem 10 (Debs [5]). Let <P: X ~* 2Y where Y is Polish. Let jrfa be the collection 
of all ambiguous sets of class a. If 

(1) gr# e « x 9\d and 

(2) $ is 1. s. c.(a) 

then has a # Borel a selection. 

Corollary 6 (Debs [5]). Let $: X -• 2Y where Y is Polish. If <P is L s. c. (2) and has 
a G8 graph, then <P has a Borel 2 selection. 

It is unknown whether one can weaken the above G5 requirement. 
Specifically, 

Question 10. Let $: X -> 2Y where Yis Polish. Does there exist a Borel 2 selection 
when gr# is Fcd7 

Theorem 11 (Kuratowski, Ryll-Nardzewski [9]). Let &:X-+^(Y) where Y is 
Polish andX metric. If $ is I s. c. (2), then $ has a Borel 2 selection. 

Theorem 12. Let$:X-> X(Rn) where X is metric. If <P is I. s. c. (2), then <P has 
a Borel 2 selection. 

Proof. An inspection of the proof of Theorem 6 shows that the proof can be gener
alized to apply to a ^ 2 by using Theorem 11 instead of Theorem 3. 

As examples of multifunctions having no Borel 2 selection for a specific a ^ 2 or 
for a general a ^ 2 we have Example 8 and the stronger version of Example 10, 
namely Example 11 of the next section. 

If the answer to any one of Questions 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, is that there is no Borel 1 
selection, then the corresponding question may be asked for Borel 2 selections. All 
these new questions are open as well, with the exception of 9. 

Clearly an unlimited number of other questions on Borel a selections for a specific a 
can be formulated but since the focus of this paper is on Borel 1 selections we will 
not attempt such a project here. 

4. SELECTIONS FOR MULTIFUNCTIONS OF THE FORM/" 1 

If fis a function from Yonto X, then by defining <P(x) = f~ 1(x) we obtain a multi
function $, denoted b y f - 1 in this case, from X into 2Y. Thus, f_ 1 becomes a special 
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multifunction with the additional property that the values f l(x) are mutually 
disjoint. 

We can therefore translate the previous theorems on selections for multifunctions 
and obtain interesting results on f"1 . The fact that the values of f"1 are disjoint 
will give us, in general, additional information. 

Before listing these analogues let us first list the important relationships between f 
andf"1, all of which have immediate proofs: 

(1) f " 1 is I. s. c. iff f is open. 

(2) f " 1 is u. s. c. iff f is closed. 

(3) f " 1 is I. s. c. (l), iff f maps open sets onto Fa sets. 

(4) grCT1) = (gr/Y1. 

(5) IfX is metric andY is a-compact metric andf is continuous, thenf~l is I. s. c. (1). 

(6) Iff is a Darboux (in particular, an approximately continuous or a derivative) 

function from R onto R, thenf'1 is I. s. c. (1). 

A Darboux function maps intervals onto intervals. Hence, (6) follows from (3). 
Now we translate most of the results of Section 2 into results on f ~x. 

Theorem 13. Let f: Y™toX, where X and Y are metric spaces with Y Polish. 
Then f~l:X -» 2Y has a Borel 1 selection if any one of the following conditions 
is met: 

(1) grf is G0 and f maps open sets onto Fa sets; 

(2) f is Borel 1 and f maps open sets onto Fa sets; 

(3) f is continuous and Y is locally compact; 

(4) X = Y = R andf is a Darboux Baire 1 function; 

(5) eachf~1(x) is closed and f maps open sets onto Fa sets; 

(6) y = R", each f~l(x) is convex and f maps open sets onto Fa sets; 

(7) f is closed and eachf~1(x) is closed. 

IfYis a a-compact metric space, the same conclusion holds with: 

(8) grf is an Fa set; 

(9) f is continuous; 

(10) y = U*=1 An where each An is closed and An n Am = 0 when n 4= m and 

each f ~| An is continuous. 

Of these results only (4) and possibly (10) are new. The original results from which 
these results follow are in order: Cor. 3, Cor. 3, Cor. 3, Cor. 3, Th. 3, Th. 5, Th. 7, 
Th. 4, Th. 4, and Th. 4, respectively. 

We will not state thef"1 analogues for the theorems in Sections 1 and 3. 
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Again it is possible to formulate Questions 2, 5, 6, 7, 9,10 in terms of multifunctions 
of theform f"1 . 

We conclude this section with two examples the first of which shows that each 
hypothesis of part (1) of Theorem 13 is necessary. The first example is a strengthening 
of Example 10. 

Example 11 (Christensen[2]). There exists a continuous function from N onto 
[0, 1] such thatf'1 has no Borel selection. Moreover, there exists a Borel 1 function 
g: R -> [0,1] such that g'1 has no Borel 1 selection. 

Proof. The second statement follows from the first (found in [2]) since a con
tinuous function on a dense G6 set can be extended to a Borel 1 function on all of R. 

The next example shows that there are 1. s. c. multifunctions of the form f"1 : R -> 
-> 2R having no Borel selections. 

Example 12. There exists a I. s. c. f " 1 : R -> 2R which has no Borel selection. 

Proof. Let {Ba}a<c be a well-ordering of all uncountable Borel subsets B of R2 

such that each horizontal line hits B at most once and TtxB has cardinality c. It suf
fices to construct an open function f: R on_l° R which does not contain any Ba. 

Let G consist of all open intervals in R. Let {(0a, ra)}a<c be a well-ordering of 0 x R. 
By transfinite induction suppose we have chosen for each a < P points za and wa 

in the plane with the following properties: 

zaeBa wae(9ax {ra} ; 

wa + Zj* for a < £> < P; 

1st coord za =# 1st coord z$ for a < £ < )5 ; 

1st coord coa 4= 1st coord w$ for a < £ < p . 

Now we proceed to choose zfi and wfi. Pick 

^eBfi-\J{V(wa)\JV(za):a<p} 

where V(x) denotes the vertical line through x. The choice of zp is possible since 
nxBp has cardinality c. Next, pick 

"te («V x W) - UMO U V(za): a < /?} - V(zp). 
Clearly the inductive hypotheses are satisfied for P + 1, completing the induction. 

Let Z -= {za: a < c} and W = {wa: a < c}. Then W' c\Z = 0 and no two points 

of either WOT Z lie on the same vertical line. Define f as follows: 

f(x) = y if (x9 y) = wa for some a, 

f(x) e V(x) — Z otherwise. 
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Since f n TV takes on each real value in each interval we havef(7) = R for each open 

interval I. Hence f is open. Since f n Z = $ and Z n Bx =t= 0 for each a,f contains 

no Ba. 

Example 12 can be considered a stronger version of Example 8 in which the 

values of $(x) are all disjoint (however, not open as in Example 8). In view of Example 

12 and part (1) of Theorem 13 we can pose the following 

Question 11. Iff is an open Borel 2 function from R onto R, doesf'1 have a Borel 1 

selection! 

This can be considered to be a simplifed version of Question 3. 

5. MISCELLANEOUS 

Another condition to impose upon a multifunction for the admission of a "nice" 

selection is that the multifunction restricted to each set of a family of "small" sets 

has a "nice" selection. A result of this kind is the following 

Theorem 14 (Ceder [ l]) . Let 0: R -> &X(R). Then 0> has a Borel 1 selection if 

and only if 0 | P has a Borel 1 selection for each perfect, no-where dense subset P, 

ofR. 

In a subsequent paper we will investigate the possibility of extending this result 

in various ways. 

Addendum: After this paper was completed several of the questions have been 

answered. Question 3 has an affirmative answer [13]. Question 4 has an affirmative 

answer when the continuum hypothesis is assumed [14]. Questions 6 and 7 have 

negative answers even when # is l.s.c. [14]. Question 2 has a negative answer [15]. 

Questions 5 and 10 have negative answers even when grF is closed [15]. 
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